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Response to Email Query No.19 Raised: 2nd December 2015 

 
Query Details: 
 
I was wondering whether the group has any guidance. I have the HSE stance upon general cold 
weather working and for Soffit removal, where weather protective clothing is briefly mentioned. 
Nothing I can see in 248 or 247.However, we are back to the decontamination/street clothes/disposal 
issue again.  
 
We are currently working on 4SC of massive outdoor enclosures. I need to get our guys thermal 
protection. Most likely is underwear. I have used the method below, in the past, whilst working in 
demolition. It was of a heavily contaminated derelict building. Temperatures were below freezing; 

·         Ops dress in Thermals/disposable OA/Microchem 3000 type 3, 4, 5B moisture resistant OA/ 
second disposable 

·         A 4th stage was added to the airlock system as a warm wipe down area 
When leaving enclosure, operatives; 

·         At entrance within enclosure-Remove outer disposable OA and preliminary clean footwear 
·         Enter 4th wipe down stage and wipe down chemical suit, footwear and RPE 
·         Enter 3rd  stage and remove Chem suit, inner disposable OA and footwear. Store for next 

shift. Needs to be a much larger airlock construction 
·         Enter 2nd stage- clean hands RPE etc 
·         Enter clean end, don Transit PPE 
·         Enter DCU and Seal Thermal underwear in operatives personal zip lock bag 
·         Decontaminate as normal 

 
Thereafter, Ops have to fit mask in clean end and then dress in dirty end, which is not ideal, but 
prevents thermal wear entering clean end. 
HSE visited site and had no issues with the set up. A supporting RA was also supplied.” 

 
Feedback: 
 
The concern was sent out to all organisations on the circulation list for all Norac groups. Details 
have been collated from those who responded. 
 
LIST of Comments received from Members with regards to this query. Each comment has come 
from a different laboratory. 
 

1. Something fairly similar to your query was discussed at the ALG technical Sub-Committee 
meetings in 2010. I have extracted the relevant parts of the minutes where it was raised initially 
and then the following meeting minutes extract which give the resolution/update. 

  
Meeting of – 10/03/2010 The topic of what other types of garment would be of help to 
operatives working in severe conditions, i.e. cold. SW reported that they provide thermal 
undergarments to be worn inside the enclosure which are then disposed of as contaminated 
waste and that these garments can be purchased at a very low cost. 
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Meeting of – 03/11/2010 SW provided information regarding cotton disposable underwear sets 

(inc. socks, shorts, vests, towel) which are preferred by contractors rather than paper 

disposables. These cotton sets are available from various suppliers. 

  
2. I wonder whether sacrificial clothing might be an option? The risk of working in extreme cold 

would outweigh the risk from the asbestos. Outer garments worn inside the enclosure that 
never come out of it. You could leave it in the 3rd stage of the airlock between shifts until the 
fine clean part of the works. They would have to run it by HSE I imagine, but theoretically I don’t 
see a problem with it?  
 

3. Sorry -I do not have any information to hand on decontamination in cold environments. 
 

4. The operatives need to be protected from the cold in the work area and also during transit to 
the DCU (which should be heated). The same issues arise when working outside without 
enclosures e.g. contaminated land sites. There is nothing wrong with wearing additional layers 
under and/or over the standard disposable overalls and treating them as contaminated. Buying 
lots of cheap t-shirts, shorts, tracksuit bottoms, socks etc. that can disposed of is an easy option. 
It may be useful to have a heated location (e.g. using oil radiators) within the work area, 
especially if the DCU cannot be connected directly to the enclosure. 
 

5. We can’t really add to this.  We don’t do that much 4SC work and generally the air is warm 
enough that they are warm in two sets of coveralls.  They don’t seem to have encountered 
temperatures below freezing. 
 

6. Regarding the cold weather, variations on the theme for wearing boiler suits / underwear are 
the industry norm, and having “contaminated” warm wear may be the way forward. Certainly 
from my contracting days (Forest and Shield) we used boiler suits for extra protection over 
normal coveralls for various situations: sharps/snags/ cold/ hot embers protection. These would 
remain in the area and be deemed contaminated and would be disposed of as waste at the close 
of the works.  
 

Summary: 
 
This is an issue which does not appear to have been faced by many members however the 
comments received are all fairly similar in the use of sacrificial warm clothing which can be 
disposed of. There are a variety of options as to whether it is disposed of each time or stored 
and re-used. In addition the warm clothing may be worn underneath usual disposable overalls 
or in extreme temperatures may also be added as an extra top layer. The important factor is to 
utilise an appropriate risk assessment to support the actions taken. Cold is most definitely a 
factor to appear high on the hazard/risk assessment along with the controls to prevent/reduce 
the spread of asbestos and exposure whilst dealing with the cold issue. 
 
The issue has also been sent to the ALG technical Working Group for discussion at the next 
meeting in 2016. 
 
 
Colette Willoughby 
5th January 2016 


